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1.53 Carat Diamond Ring White Gold1.53 Carat Diamond Ring White Gold
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DiamondsDiamonds Centrally set with a round brilliant cutCentrally set with a round brilliant cut
diamond measuring 5.68 x 5.70 xdiamond measuring 5.68 x 5.70 x
3.55 mm. Estimated diamond weight3.55 mm. Estimated diamond weight
0.70 carat, assessed clarity I20.70 carat, assessed clarity I2
(surface reaching inclusion),(surface reaching inclusion),
assessed colour E/F. Claw setting inassessed colour E/F. Claw setting in
white, the shoulders are set with awhite, the shoulders are set with a
total of 4 princess cut diamonds,total of 4 princess cut diamonds,
0.32 carat, assessed clarity VS,0.32 carat, assessed clarity VS,
assessed colour F/G. The shoulders,assessed colour F/G. The shoulders,
underside of the shoulders andunderside of the shoulders and
under bezel are set with a total of 48under bezel are set with a total of 48
round brilliant cut diamonds,round brilliant cut diamonds,
measuring between 1.2 and 1.5 mmmeasuring between 1.2 and 1.5 mm
in diameter and 4 round brilliant cutin diameter and 4 round brilliant cut
diamonds to the outer edge of thediamonds to the outer edge of the
shank, each measuring approx 1.3shank, each measuring approx 1.3
mm in diameter. Estimated totalmm in diameter. Estimated total
round brilliant cut diamond weightround brilliant cut diamond weight
0.51 carat, assessed clarity SI/VS,0.51 carat, assessed clarity SI/VS,
assessed colour G/H. Estimatedassessed colour G/H. Estimated
total overall diamond weight 1.53total overall diamond weight 1.53
caratcarat
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SettingSetting Channel, pave and claw settings inChannel, pave and claw settings in
white with millegrain decoration,white with millegrain decoration,
scroll design under bezel in yellowscroll design under bezel in yellow

RingRing White "D" shaped shank. MarkedWhite "D" shaped shank. Marked
14k, 585, tests as 14ct white gold,14k, 585, tests as 14ct white gold,
other marks MSGother marks MSG

Gross item weightGross item weight 6.75 g6.75 g

ConditionCondition Good condition commensurate withGood condition commensurate with
ageage

Ring sizeRing size N (UK), 6.5 (US)N (UK), 6.5 (US)
  

  

Diamond set ring. Centrally set with a round brilliant cut diamond measuring 5.68 x 5.70 x 3.55Diamond set ring. Centrally set with a round brilliant cut diamond measuring 5.68 x 5.70 x 3.55
mm. Estimated diamond weight 0.70 carat, assessed clarity I2 (surface reaching inclusion),mm. Estimated diamond weight 0.70 carat, assessed clarity I2 (surface reaching inclusion),
assessed colour E/F.assessed colour E/F.

Claw setting in white, the shoulders are set with a total of 4 princess cut diamonds, 0.32 carat,Claw setting in white, the shoulders are set with a total of 4 princess cut diamonds, 0.32 carat,
assessed clarity VS, assessed colour F/G. The shoulders, underside of the shoulders andassessed clarity VS, assessed colour F/G. The shoulders, underside of the shoulders and
under bezel are set with a total of 48 round brilliant cut diamonds, measuring between 1.2 andunder bezel are set with a total of 48 round brilliant cut diamonds, measuring between 1.2 and
1.5 mm in diameter and 4 round brilliant cut diamonds to the outer edge of the shank, each1.5 mm in diameter and 4 round brilliant cut diamonds to the outer edge of the shank, each
measuring approx 1.3 mm in diameter. Estimated total round brilliant cut diamond weight 0.51measuring approx 1.3 mm in diameter. Estimated total round brilliant cut diamond weight 0.51
carat, assessed clarity SI/VS, assessed colour G/H.carat, assessed clarity SI/VS, assessed colour G/H.

Channel, pave and claw settings in white with millegrain decoration, scroll design under bezelChannel, pave and claw settings in white with millegrain decoration, scroll design under bezel
in yellow and a white "D" shaped shank. Marked 14k, 585, tests as 14ct white gold, otherin yellow and a white "D" shaped shank. Marked 14k, 585, tests as 14ct white gold, other
marks MSGmarks MSG

Estimated total overall diamond weight 1.53 caratEstimated total overall diamond weight 1.53 carat

Complete with Birmingham Assay Office certificate of valuation, valued in 2019 for £4000Complete with Birmingham Assay Office certificate of valuation, valued in 2019 for £4000
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